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This tutorial should give you all you need to start testing your players and
generate rankings for more competitive play. To make the SSVTENNIS
website work for you, it is important that you enter your players' scores
and mobility after completing their SSV Tests.
This tutorial will show you, the tennis administrator, how to sign up your club
and log in to your pro page. You will learn how to use your pro page to
maximize all your players’ info. You will learn how to add your players’ SSV
scores and see how to manipulate that data in different ways.
If you haven’t signed up your club or school yet, go to the SSVTENNIS.COM
home page and click PRO SIGN-UP.

PRO SIGN-UP/REGISTRATION
Here is where you register your club or school, as well as registering
yourself as the pro or coach.

You will NOT be able to edit club type, club name or pro password
after entering your info, so please type them carefully. After
submitting your info, you will see your results.
Please print the page,
as your club number
and pro password will
be used for the next
step, pro log-in.
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PRO LOG-IN
Click the
SSVTENNIS.COM
home page and click
PRO LOG-IN to enter
your pro password and
club number.

When you have successfully logged on, click the button that
appears to advance to your pro page.
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PRO PAGE
The pro page is your main hub for organizing your players. On first
view, you should see your own info in the ALL RECORDS section,
you can change your birthday later under editing player info in the
player profile page section later.

There are 4 main buttons on
the PRO PAGE to help you
work with player information:
SEE ALL RECORDS button resets your pro page to see all players’ records
by highest SSV ranking.
PRINT ALL RECORDS will take you to a clean page to print out all your
players by highest rating.
VIEW SEARCHES will open a sorting area where you may view and print
your players by age, group, gender, level and programs you may develop.
More on how to add programs later. Toggle view searches to hide and
view. To get a printable page of your search, hit go first, then click the print
icon.
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PRO PAGE, cont.
ADD NEW PLAYER takes you to a form to fill out with your
players’ basic info. Upon completion, you can enter SSV Test #1 to
enter player's SSV First Test scores. Adding new scores later can
be done under add scores on the player profile page.
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ENTERING SSV TEST RESULTS
You can get to the SSV tests in 2 ways, after submitting your new
player's info with ADD NEW PLAYER or clicking the link on their first
name on the pro page to access the player profile page. Add your
scores using the ERROR, CONTROL, POWER and MOBILITY results
from the SSV Score Sheet. Fill in all boxes, i.e., if there are no
errors, put ‘0’. Final SSV Scores and SSV Ratings for each of these
parameters will be calculated.
There are 3 similar SSV tests.
You'll notice when you return to
a test you've already used for
that player, the previous
ERROR, CONTROL, POWER
and MOBILITY results will be
shown underneath those areas.
This will show you immediate
improvement or deficiencies of
your player's progress. When
you re-enter a player in a test
you've already used, original
results will be deleted.
When re-testing your player, use test 2, then test 3 before you use
test 1 again. On the player profile page, up to 3 graphs will be
displayed showing results in size and color to quickly see your
player's progress.
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PLAYER PROFILE PAGE
The player profile page is your main hub for adding new tests and many
other useful parameters, including the following:
 Edit Your Player’s Personal Info
 Add Comments (make notes about your players improvement, click add
more comments)
 Add Scores (enter new SSV test scores)
 Add Program (you can assign your players to various programs you decide,
such as Men 1 or Women 3, that you can sort by program in the view
searches area of the pro page. Currently, you can only assign them to one
program)
 Player Scorecard (contains graphs and stats of your player's SSV tests. It
also generates a player card that can be printed, folded and laminated. The
player scorecard also shows advanced rating links, like state rankings. This
is the same page your player can generate under Your SSV Rankings on the
SSVTENNIS.COM home page)
 Club Certificate For Player (shows player’s rating and level for your club)
 National Ranking Certificate For Player (generates a certificate for the
player showing national ranking by gender and age division)

View examples of PLAYER PROFILE PAGE below
 Edit Your Player’s personal Info
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PLAYER PROFILE PAGE, cont. 1
, cont. 1
 Add Comments (make notes about your players
improvement, click add more comments)

 Add Scores When retesting a player,
use test 2, on next retest use test 3 to
numerically show improvement with 3
different graphs and stats)
 Add Program (you can assign your players
to various programs you decide, such as
Men 1 and Women 3, that you can sort by
program in the view searches area of the
pro page. Currently, you can only assign
them to one program)

PLAYER PROFILE PAGE, cont. 2
 Player Scorecard (contains graphs and stats of your player's SSV tests. It
also generates a player card that can be printed, folded and laminated.
The player card and graphs can be printed separately)

The player scorecard also shows advanced rating links, like state rankings

This is the same page your player can generate under Your SSV Rankings on
the SSVTENNIS.COM home page
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PLAYER PROFILE PAGE, cont. 3
2
 Club Certificate For Player (shows player’s rating and level. Can be
generated immediately after inputting scores in the SSV database)
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PLAYER PROFILE PAGE, cont. 4
 National Ranking Certificate For Player (generates a certificate for the player
showing national ranking by gender and age division)

